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The Curious League

Of detectives and thieves

S.O.S.

TO M  P H I L L I P S

Thievery at  
twelve thousand feet

H oping to intercept the Mauve Moth 
before they execute their next great 

heist, Inspector Toadius McGee and his protégé 
John Boarhog book passage on the H.M.R.A.S.  
Bouteille—a luxury cruise liner airship. But alas, 
there will be no clear skies ahead. A committee 
from the Society of Sleuths is also aboard, ready 
to put John through his first trial to gain full 
membership, despite Toadius’s objections.

Furious with his mentor, John falls in with 
the Hive, a group of kids obsessed with using 
social media for fame. They see how valuable 
he is, even if Toadius doesn’t.

But when both the Mauve Moth and 
Shim-Sham resurface, each with their own 
nefarious aims, will the detective duo be able 
to see past their disagreements to, once again, 
save the day?

The second book in The Curious League 
of Detectives and Thieves series, S.O.S. is a 
hilarious, high-flying, heart-pounding mys-
tery adventure readers won’t be able to put 
down.
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Despite a lifelong struggle with dyslexia, TOM 
PHILLIPS grew up with a passion for story-
telling. He writes books that kids can enjoy on 
their own, but also read aloud and share, includ-
ing the first book in the Curious League series, 
Egypt’s Fire.

He’s had a long career as a writer and artist 
for clients such as LeVar Burton Kids, HBO, 
Disney, and ABC. 

An armchair Sherlockian, Tom lives in 
Los Angeles with his lovely wife and his dog,  
Dr. Watson. 

Visit him online at TomPhillipsWriter.com.
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"Two weeks ago, you gave me a pin and asked me if I wanted to 
join the S.O.S. And suddenly I’m not ready?”

“You haven’t learned all of the rules yet,” Toadius began.
“So teach them to me.”
“It’s not that simple. John, you have to be ready.”
“I am ready!”
“No, you are emotional. Rule Number Fourteen: Feelings aren’t facts.”
“It is a fact! I’m ready.”
“The facts are these. You have been studying how to be a detective 

for less than a month. We have two international criminals stowed away 
on a ship that, in a very short time, will be floating over ten thousand 
feet in the air. It’s too dangerous. There are too many variables, and 
I can’t protect you. I need your help to finish the case we’ve started. 
Then, I give you my word, I’ll be the first person to recommend you 
for the Society trials.”

US $18.99 / CAN $24.99
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“[A] laugh-out-loud caper.”  
—Publishers Weekly on Egypt’s Fire

PRAISE FOR 
THE CURIOUS LEAGUE OF DETECTIVES AND THIEVES

BOOK 1: EGYPT’S FIRE

A JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD GOLD STANDARD SELECTION

“The Curious League of Detectives and Thieves is a great ride,  
but you don’t have to take my word for it.” 

 —LeVar Burton

“A brisk romp chock-full of tricky twists and daffy doings.” 
—Kirkus Reviews

“[A] fast-moving cinematic madcap detective mystery.”  
—School Library Journal
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The Curious League 
of Detectives and Thieves 
Book 2: S.O.S.
by Tom Phillips

ABOUT THE BOOK

Take to the skies in the side-splitting second 
installment of a middle grade mystery series 
for fans of A Series of Unfortunate Events and 
Enola Holmes.

Fresh off recovering a billion-dollar ruby and 
losing the criminal who stole it, John Boarhog 
and Inspector Toadius McGee are soaring high 
on a new adventure! Hoping to intercept the 
Mauve Moth before they execute their next great 
heist, Toadius and John book passage on the 
H.M.R.A.S. Bouteille—a luxury cruise liner air-
ship. But alas, there will be no clear skies ahead. 
A committee from the Society of Sleuths (S.O.S.) 

“Soaring, silly, and stocked with detectives 
and criminal masterminds.”       —Kirkus Reviews

is also aboard, ready to put John through his first trial to gain full membership, despite Toadius’s objections. Furious 
with his mentor, John falls in with the Hive, a group of kids obsessed with using social media for fame. They see how 
valuable he is, even if Toadius doesn’t. But when both the Mauve Moth and Shim-Sham resurface, each with their 
own nefarious aims, will the detective duo be able to see past their disagreements to, once again, save the day?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

• Who is telling the story? How does the point of view 
add to the mystery, intrigue, and adventure of the 
novel? Explain the following statement at the end of 
the prologue: “And I will warn you, dear reader . . . 
not everything is as it appears” (p. VIII). To what 
events in the story is the storyteller referencing?

• In chapter one, the storyteller refers to a robbery of 
“last year’s Thanksgiving Day Parade balloons” (p. 1). 
At what point in the novel do the balloons reappear? 
What role do they play in the overall plot? What do 
the trunks that are loaded on the ship foreshadow? 
Explain how they figure into the mystery.
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• Polly “Pickles” Cronopolis is known as the 
Mauve Moth. Why is she considered a crim-
inal mastermind? Shim-Sham, a monkey, is 
also a criminal. Discuss the prison metaphor of 
the Central Park Zoo. Explain the bag of flour 
found in Shim-Sham’s cell at the zoo. How are 
Pickles and Shim-Sham the subject of the mys-
tery to be solved? Explain the role of the fol-
lowing characters: the Great Goatinee, Abra K. 
Dabra, Madam Dorset-Horne and Falcon, and 
Captain Cloudhopper.

• Describe the airship, the Bouteille. How does 
this setting add to the danger and intrigue of 
the plot? 

• S.O.S. is the Society of Sleuths. What are the 
rules of membership? Describe the trials that 
John must master before becoming a mem-
ber of the S.O.S. Explain why Commissioner  
Boxelder is concerned about inducting a child 
into the society. Cite evidence that Toadius 
worries that John isn’t ready for membership. 
What are John’s missteps? How do these errors 
almost cost him membership in the society? 

• Discuss the case that John is handed. What is 
at stake if he fails? Explain why he is so anxious 
to please Toadius. What does Toadius mean 
when he says that John has a “heart”? How 
does this characteristic contribute to John’s 
success as a detective?  

• Toadius reminds John of Rule Number Six: 
crime scenes can’t keep quiet. How does 
John learn to smell, listen, and feel the room 
for things that shouldn’t be there? Discuss  
Toadius’s other rules for sleuthing. What hap-
pens when John forgets the rules?  

• Why does Toadius want John to meet kids 
his own age? Describe John’s interaction with 
the Hive. Explain what Toadius means when 
he tells John, “Be very wary of pirates” (p. 81).  
Debate whether Toadius thinks Dirk and the 
Hive are “pirates.” Discuss John’s friendship 
with Wembley Danger Quokkas. What does 
John learn about being a friend? Discuss 
Wembley’s moms’ reaction to the friendship 
between the boys. 

• Why does Toadius give John his diary to 
read? What does John learn? Discuss John’s  
emotions at the end of the novel when he and  
Toadius are separated. How might this fore-
shadow the next adventure for John?
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tom Phillips grew up with a passion for storytelling, despite a lifelong 
struggle with dyslexia. He writes books that kids can enjoy on their own, 
but also read aloud and share. He’s had a long career as a writer and  
artist for clients such as LeVar Burton Kids, HBO, Disney, and ABC. The  
Curious League of Detectives and Thieves is his first book series. An  
armchair Sherlockian, Tom lives in Los Angeles with his lovely wife and 
his dog, Dr. Watson. Visit him online at TomPhillipsWriter.com

Check out the series!

The Curious League

Of detectives and thieves

EGYPT’S FIRE

TO M  P H I L L I P S

Meet the greatest detective team 
you’ve never heard of. . . .

Twelve-year-old John Boarhog lives in 
the ceiling of the New York Museum of  

Natural History, where he reads anything he can 
get his hands on and explores the artifacts after 
hours. It’s better than being shipped off to the 
dreaded Jersey Home for Boys.

But when a rare Egyptian ruby—the 
highlight of the museum’s new exhibit—goes  
missing and John is found passed out nearby, the 
security footage reveals he’s the only one who 
could have committed the crime. That is, until 
unpredictable Inspector Toadius McGee sweeps 
in to wrestle control of the case, certain that the 
true culprit is a notorious criminal he’s been 
tracking for years.

John quickly becomes the Watson to  
Toadius’s Holmes as they race from Broadway 
to back alleys to a speakeasy that only serves 
root beer. And along the way, John uncovers se-
crets about his own past, including that he’s a lot 
more involved in this web of endearing ne’er-
do-wells than he ever could have imagined.

A love letter to classic middle grade, Egypt’s 
Fire introduces a remarkable new duo who will 
steal your heart as surely as it leaves you begging 
for their next grand adventure.

A Junior Library Guild  
Gold Standard Selection
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Despite a lifelong struggle with dyslexia, TOM 
PHILLIPS grew up with a passion for story-
telling. He writes books that kids can enjoy on 
their own, but also read aloud and share. 

He’s had a long career as an editor and  
artist for clients such as LeVar Burton Kids, 
HBO, Disney, and ABC, and is currently writing 
a screenplay for a major studio. 

An armchair Sherlockian, Tom lives in Los  
Angeles with his lovely wife and his dog,  
Dr. Watson. 

Visit him online at tomphillipswriter.com.
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Now he understood why the ruby was named Egypt’s Fire—the 
stone had left him with a burning desire in his heart. If only I could 

touch it. . . .
Before John could shake off the spell, he was right in front of the 

jewel’s glass prison. He gazed deeply into the heart of the ruby, swaying 
helplessly, his image reflected back at him in the stone’s many facets, as if 
he were staring into a thousand vermilion mirrors. 

Enchantment turned to terror. His heart plunged and his hands began 
to shake, for the reflections showed him something he had not been 
prepared to see. 

John had been wrong about three things that night: Danger did lurk 
in the museum; he was not alone; and he was about to uncover a life-
changing mystery.

US $17.99 / CAN $23.99
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“The Curious League of Detectives and Thieves is a great ride,  
but you don’t have to take my word for it.”  —LeVar Burton1
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